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ADDITIONAL WRITTEN COMMENTS
Reviewer 1

The dissertation is very well structured with arguments clearly signposted. The analysis of cases
is somewhat lobsided with twice as much attention given to Uzbekistan over Belarus (8621 words
v 3446 words). It is true that the selection of threats is influenced by the geopolitical situation.
There is also a strong echo of Soviet-era threats, and this would be an easy template both for the
rulers and for the citizenry. Religion and the West were presented as bogeys by the USSR and
Karimov and Lukashenko are, of course, both Soviet-educated.
Reviewer 2

This dissertation presents a valid argument that authoritarian regimes require legitimisation of its
rule and, if other sources of legitimacy are missing, securitisation becomes a legitimising
instrument of the regime. The cases of Uzbekistan and Belarus display various modes of such an
instrumentalised securitisation. A competently written literature review provides references
ranging from the Copenhagen school to the legitimacy of authoritarian regimes. The case studies
are employed to contribute to both of these bodies of literature. Regarding securitisation theory,
the author argues that securitisation is not conditioned by open political space, i.e. democracy,
and that the Copenhagen school’s emphasis on securitising actors is correct for authoritarian
regimes.
While the arguments seem logical and convincing, their substantiation shows some deficiencies.
1) The emphasis on securitising actors is expectable if the analysis focuses on the securitising
actors’ discourse only;
2) There is little to no evidence of systematic and rigorous discourse analysis. The content
analysis presented in one paragraph on page 40 does not make much sense.
The dissertation presents a sound argument substantiated by the author’s extensive reading and
personal experience. Unfortunately, it fails to demonstrate methodical and rigorous empirical
research.
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